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BigWallet® Brings Google Pay to Customers  

BigWallet cardholders can now tap to pay with Google Pay wherever contactless payments are accepted. The 
Google Wallet provides a fast, easy and safe way to pay with any Android phone or Wear OS device. 

Vilnius — 21 March, 2023 — BigWallet® (operating under a legal name Silvergate LT UAB as an Electronic Money 
Institution licensed by Bank of Lithuania with authorization code LB001875), today brings its customers a new 
innovative payment solution - Google Pay. The solution is available for all BigWallet cards and the customers 
now can use Google Pay to make purchases in stores where contactless payments are accepted or pay in apps 
and websites wherever Google Pay is accepted. 

Besides Lithuania, BigWallet is launching Google Pay also in Poland and Cyprus. 

All Android users can now add their BigWallet cards to their Google Wallet directly in app, which has recently 
been made available in all three countries. Google Pay brings lots of benefits for BigWallet cardholders, it’s a 
fast, simple way to pay online, in-app, and in-store using the cards saved to the user's Google Wallet. With 
Google Pay, BigWallet cardholders can complete transactions easier and faster by tapping their phone for 
secure contactless payments. Google Pay saves customers from handing their payment cards to anyone at the 
point of payment, touching physical buttons or exchanging cash, enjoying full security and information protect at 
every transaction. 

Google Pay is easy to set up. On your Android device, any BigWallet debit card, virtual or physical, can be added 
directly from the BigWallet app. Alternatively, simply open the Google Wallet app, tap “add the card”, and follow 
the steps to add any of you BigWallet debit cards. Once a customer adds a card to the Android device, they can 
start using Google Pay right away. Customers will continue to receive all of the rewards and benefits offered by 
BigWallet cards.  

For more information on Google Pay, visit: https://pay.google.com/about/. For more information on BigWallet, 
please visit https://www.bigwallet.com  

 

 

 


